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Dedication
It was a long and arduous day and as I laid my head down to rest I found
myself caught up in a vision walking through the front doors of a historic library. A
building crammed with books covering every shape, size and color. Some were
huge, — four to five feet in height ! As I walked around I notice that all the books
were about the men and women who have shaped our world. While reading all the
names I realized I had entered heavens library. A hall filled with destinies.
Then a book on the top shelf caught my eye. I grabbed it and with both hands
laid it upon the table before me. As I flipped through the first few pages a familiar
storyline started to take shape. I realized the book was about a life that was intended
for me, — a journey into an unfamiliar world. As I continued to flip through the
pages I noticed all the missing images. I then realized that the blank spots of missing
images were the very snapshots of a life that I still needed to walk out. Walking out
those snapshots would then give me the images needed to fill out the blanks. As I
closed the book I contemplated on the bizarre destiny at hand, along with the
invitation that was now pounding on my heart to walk out that destiny.
As I looked all around I realized much of heaven has been recorded with each
generation having that opportunity to walk out its destiny. I now realized that when
a generation chooses to rise up, — the annals are written as they experience their
destiny. Each generation having a volume; books of remembrance all having the
hand of God upon it. Now standing at the crossroads between free will and destiny
made me realize that I needed to bring forth that which is destined before me. To
step into all the things that heaven has for me! A journey filled with images that
would eventually fill out my book of life! My book of remembrance!
Well that vision was over twenty years ago! What has transpired is a manuscript from a journey that now fills twelve binders. What you now have in your
hand is a small part of an actual journey that is still being shaped today.
While pressing into the journey I have found many who have been misunderstood by those close to them while contending to understand their own journey. An
adventure that seems so prophetic and enduring at times! So I dedicate this book to
you! May you be inspired to walk into all that heaven has for you!

Introduction
A World within a World

At twenty-three years of age and with summer just around the comer, my
goal, as a classic car guy, was to assemble that amazing piece of Detroit muscle
that was still sitting in my garage. The past few summers that 72 Trans-Am 455
HO with a Vertigate M22 completely ruled the streets. It was pure classic muscle,
and with the latest engine upgrades it was time to conquer the streets once again.
The only thing missing was a fresh new paint job. I could barely wait to finally
pull that car out of the garage. There's nothing like a fine tuned machine on a
Saturday night cruise, — searching for the ultimate race.
But one Sunday evening, it all changed. As I walked out of that building
after listening to that amazing speaker, I realized the things I highly valued had
suddenly taken on a whole new perspective. Less than an hour before as we all sat
in the sanctuary; beams of light had filled the building. I was totally unprepared
as the presence of heaven descended all around me. I was stunned by a powerful
message of sacrifice while feeling completely embraced by love, and when the
angels appeared; I was startled by the extraordinary. What I saw was a world
within a world, an unfamiliar spiritual realm right smack in the middle of my
natural realm. Instantly my perception of life and the whole purpose of living was
completely altered.
Every comer of my mind was challenged and every emotion was touched
by this discovery. I slowly made my way to the car, replaying every detail in my
mind. The friends who had invited me, the ones who cleverly steered me into the
meeting were standing at a distance, smiling. They knew I just experienced the
same spiritual encounter that had invaded their lives only a few months prior. I was
setup. These boys at one time had a serious nightlife, but their day of spiritual
awakening changed all that. I smiled back, acknowledging that they had accomplished their mission; I too, without question, had been changed.
I had been in the presence of spiritual messages before, but never with a
powerful demonstration like that. The power I’ve been accustom to was from a
grandfather whose stem hands and rigorous rules were fueled by a form of religious do’s and don’ts, completely missing the power of grace that I had just

encountered. All of this strict religious conviction had then been handed down to
my father, who in turn tweaked it and used it upon his family. It w It was an
environment shrouded with tension and a pride that fueled the fires of division.
Before my eyes I saw my father become the very thing he himself once
hated, eventually drifting into the Pandora’s box of religion. His tapping into those
religions slowly took its toll on the family. The tighter my dad gripped the family
the more everything fell apart, especially when it came to his sons. My older brother was kicked out at sixteen; my other brother, a year younger, left shortly after. As
for me, — I hoped to hang around long enough until I made it to Art College.
When I was eleven I completed the famous art talent test that stormed the
country. Not long after mailing back the test, two men representing a major USA
Art Institute flew into town and knocked on our front door. My parents were taken
by surprise when they heard what these men had to say. My test had impressed
the men and they said I had the potential to work for a major studio one day, —
Hollywood, Disneyland, the sky was the limit !
As a young boy I had amazed friends and teachers with my artistic talent.
Art was my life. In high school most of my art ended up in a display case to show
the school's art curriculum. Whatever pieces I had left ended up in the living rooms
of my various art teachers, — never to find their way home.
Even as an eleven year old I knew my art would impact the world one day,
I just needed someone to direct me. And now men from an art institute offered to
equip and release me into that amazing world of the creative arts. Knowing I was
the sole reason for these men to come banging on our front door, — I hid; and with
excitement while peeking around the comer, I overheard the whole conversation.
To my surprise, my dad said no to their offer. I was crushed as the front door
closed. I then heard the car slowly drive off.
Inside I knew I was destined to do really good art and work for a major studio. I became even more determined to bank enough high school credits to get me
into college, and when I was seventeen I accomplished that goal. But my life took
another tum. My dad decided to move with what was left of the family away from
the prairies and to the west coast for his new job. Shortly after the big move, and
with no college funds in sight, my ambitions of becoming a major artist slowly
crumbled around me. As a compromise, I took on a job as a junior paste-up artist

working the night shift for the local newspaper.
Then one morning when I got home early after finishing my shift, I was
surprised to see my bags packed and sitting at the back door like two dogs waiting
for their morning walk. For some reason I had never been able to convince my parents that I worked graveyard. Home was never really a fun place for me; most of
the time I felt like I was intruding and so I spent very little time there. To my parents I was an eighteen-year-old coming home late, who was working all day only
to party all night. With two brothers already gone, perhaps it was their way of
telling me they wanted the nest cleared out.
I packed those two bags into the trunk of my 69 Mustang and drove to the
only other place that felt like home, — the local coffee shop. I remember staring
out the window, working on my fourth cup of coffee, and having that " bug hitting
the windshield " feeling. As far as becoming a professional artist was concerned,
well that dog was not hunting there anymore. I was now a working eighteen year
old with his share of rent payments, car insurance payments, phone bill expenses,
food expenses, and the most important bill of all, — the fuel bill for the Mustang!
With those monthly bills now pounding on my new front door, I realized I had
entered the adult world.
After a year of being a bored paste-up artist I decided to channel myself
into a more exciting art form, — the art of a well-built muscle car. My love for the
classic muscle car had started during my last year of high school, the very reason
why I had purcha sed the 69 Mustang. For the next few years the beauty of these
cars consumed me as I passionately sculptured my many classic pieces. My
identity as an artist took on a whole new form. I had entered the eighties
version of American Graffiti. The small town I was living in was filled with
custom cars, and that sub-culture introduced me to many of my new friends.
Then one summer while sanding down my latest art piece, former high school
friends dropped by, — and that's when my spiritual journey began.
I was never prepared for the journey; nothing in my life qualified me for it.
My curiosity urged me to take further steps down that spiritual road. What drove
me forward was my willingness to explore the unknown of something that was so
intriguing. This book is the story of that journey.

For the past many years I’ve been journaling my experiences and continue to do so. The top shelf in my bookcase is filled with twelve binders testifying
to the prophetic journey. The events related in this book are drawn directly from
those journals. To have the opportunity to embrace all the mysteries that unfolded
has been something absolutely amazing and at times almost unbelievable.
As you read on, I know the revelation within has the potential to lead you
into an incredible journey. For me the journey continues; for you, well it could
start today! Welcome to " The Prophetic Journey ".

pro-phetic jour-ney n. to simply walk out what
was revealed by heaven. an adventure, a trek, a pilgrimage, all inspired by heaven. to travel in the
direction of that revealed heavenly knowledge. to
journey into the unknown and make it known . to
correspond and interact while pressing into that
revealed knowledge.
heav-en n. the upper regions where God dwells,
also identified as the 3rd heaven . the 1st heaven
being what we see with our natural eyes. the 2nd
heaven being the stars, planets and the galaxies.
heav-en speaking adj. where one of the following
speak on behalf of the kingdom of heaven by way of
prophetic revelation - Father, Son, Holy Spirit, or
through one of the many messenger angels that
watch over us.
heav-en has landed adj. a portion of the kingdom
of heaven arriving here on earth. a manifestation of
the supernatural upon the natural. the 3rd heaven
landing on the 1st heaven.

The Lord does nothing unless he reveals his
secret to his s ervants. For God does reveal his
secrets and has hidden them from the wise and prudent. He has revealed them to those who hunger and
thirst after him, for unto them is given the mysteries
of the kingdom of God!
Amos, Daniel, Matthew

Chapter 1
The Early Days
And so it Begins

During the "Introduction" and throughout "The Early Days" I moved four
times. My initial move was with my parents to the west coast of Canada. In my
search for a better job I moved back to my hometown where friends invited me to
that amazing meeting. A few years later I moved back to the west coast to be
part of a family business, a move that included my wife and our first son. That
period covered the first few years of this incredible journey.

My First Visit
Woke up this early morning from an incredible encounter! It was one of
those experiences I will never forget. I was somehow caught up in heaven. I could
still feel the amazing presence of a God that I have just come to know reside heavily in my room. As I propped myself up in bed I realized what happened last night
was more of a visitation than an actual vision. It took over fifteen minutes for the
stunning presence of heaven to slowly dissipate from my bedroom.
In the vision I found myself on my knees, the presence of heaven was overwhelming. I opened my eyes and I saw transparent feet in sandals firmly planted on
what looked like a transparent golden floor. I realized I was kneeling before the
throne of the one who rules heaven and it was His very feet that I was looking upon.
The vibrating heavenly presence was absolutely stunning. I could feel His every
breath. As He gazed upon me His every breath pounded through every cell and
molecule in my body. If He breathed any harder, I would be annihilated. There
was so much power and life in that breath. Very intense and very alive! I then felt
my breathing fall into the rhythm of his breathing and eventually we were
breathing in unison. It was at that moment that I understood so much more
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About creation. My whole being was vibrating. Not in fear, but in knowing that
the one whom I was kneeling before was the one that opened my awareness of
the things of heaven, and most importantly, — an awareness of His family!
When I realized that it was Him, — I stood up. I was before the throne of
the one that rules and reigns heaven. Everything was bright and clear and had a
gold transparency to it. I smiled and jumped into His arms hugging him like a son
hugging his father. No words were spoken, just the love from a God that truly
cherishes his creation, and that included me! I saw His Kingdom, the streets of
gold. I was overwhelmed with the revelation of heaven. While touring all this
glory and beauty I realized heaven was about to send me back. As I walked past
the gates and down the street I looked back one more time and I saw a big huge
hand in the sky waving at me, not as one saying goodbye, but as more as one
sending me off. Then I woke up from the vision.
As I sat there in awe wondering about heaven, and about the one who rules
and reigns. Q uestions started to fill my head. The encounter left me with a
greater awareness of him and a greater consciousness of his kingdom, — but
what exactly am I to do with it all? Now that I know what I know, how will it
affect me? Where is it going to lead me? Will it change me? Somehow I knew
it was all going to make sense one day, — but not today!

Orphan Annie
Our dog had puppies. It was awesome to see life have its first breath before
my very eyes. It was her first litter and for some miraculous reason she new exactly what to do! Amazing! But then the mother for some reason removed the runt
from the rest of the litter. I picked up that little girl with my two fingers and placed
her right back in the middle of the litter but then the mom moved all the puppies
to the opposite comer leaving this one puppy all alone again! The runt became
weaker and weaker. We tried a nursing bottle but to no avail. She was losing the
battle so we decided to take her to the vet. The vet said that our puppy was too
weak and that it had a small chance of survival. He said we could save a
twenty-five dollar vet bill by taking her home and drowning her in the kitchen
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sink. Shocked by the advice we took the little one back home.
That night I emptied out one of my dresser drawers, stuck a thick cozy
blanket in it, and then gently placed our little girl inside the blanket. I placed my
hand over that little puppy and asked heaven to step in and give her a bit of a break.
I stuck the dresser drawer right beside my bed and that night we all fell asleep. I
remember waking up in the early morning to the sound of a faint scratching noise.
I leaned over the left side of my bed and looked into the drawer and there she was
hungry and full of life. We pulled out the nursing bottle and started feeding her.
Before you knew it that bottle was sucked dry and we were looking for another
one. Well, she grew up and became the family pet and we named her Orphan
Annie. This little four-legged trooper inspired the neighborhood with a zest for
life. We talked about this miracle every time someone asked us about our little
Annie. She was a happy little girl. Since that time it's been amazing how many
animals heaven has touched. God truly loves every aspect of his creation!

Freaked Out
I woke up this morning absolutely freaked out by a demonic presence that
stood over my bed. This thing straddled me while corresponding to someone outside the bedroom. The smothering presence shrouded every part of my body.
Paralyzed in fear pinned to my bed, I could not speak a word. I knew I had to do
something but what could I do? What could I say? If I could get my paralyzed
voice to scream something out what would that be? I then felt myself getting
dragged out of bed. I could feel the bed sheets moving across my back as I was
being dragged. Struck with overwhelming fear I yelled out this word that came
from deep within; "JESUS"! I screamed it as loud as my locked jaw would allow
and within seconds that demonic presence was hauled out of the room by some
invisible hand. Then an enormous peace hit the room.
I laid there stunned and absolutely floored by the power behind that one
word. How can one name have such power and why was that dark presence in my
room? As I propped myself up on my bed I realized that the very heaven I was
interacting with started to look more like the battlefield that it really is.
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Totally freaked out, — I decided that if I am going to get tossed into the
battlefield of spiritual warfare then I need to start equipping myself. If that
thing is the first of many to come, then I need to check out a little more about
that powerful name. That will be the first thing going into the equipment bag!

That Little Girl
I started my new job as a milkman in the west end of town and was to
deliver milk to a new customer in a house that I once rented. The young woman
who opened the door asked me to step inside. She found out that at one time I lived
in this very house; she wanted to ask me about the things that were scaring her
daughter. Almost every night her daughter would wake up running across the
hall into her mom’s bedroom asking her mom to get rid of that shadow that
appeared in her bedroom. That was the reason for the initial delivery service. She
wanted to ask me if things ever appeared while I lived here.
I mentioned that some pretty weird events did happen on the property.
Spirits from the dark side did manifest, furniture in the kitchen did entertain
themselves the odd evening, and strange voices did sound off every now and then,
but everything disappear after we prayerfully took care of it. Obviously the dark
side tore up their eviction notice and decided to occupy once again. After our
lengthy conversation I told her I would pray for her daughter.
I jumped into the back of my milk truck, cleared out all the empty milk
crates, got on my knees and began to pray. I prayed that heaven would send angels
to watch over this little girl, and that these menacing spirits would no longer have
their way! I asked heaven to step in and give this girl a bit of a covering.
A week later I went back to deliver more milk and the young woman came
dashing out the door to tell me the good news. She mentioned that the very night
after my day of visitation; her daughter slept the entire evening. When she woke
up the next morning she told her mom about a big angel that stood by her bed.
Apparently this angel leaned over and spoke to her little girl saying everything was
going to be all right. He had been sent to watch over her and from that day forward
that angel, on assignment, stood by her bed every night. Wow!
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Adult Diaper . . . not an Option
I clearly found out the hard way that the shaping of the prophetic voice and
spiritual warfare do go hand in hand. The realization that I was not messing with
flesh and blood, but with spiritual wickedness on every level, well that became
very apparent. I've come face to face and have felt the breath of those wicked
forces as they freely roam around. They are dark and they have surrounded
themselves with others who are just as dark. It took me awhile to get to that place
where I'm not allowing the influences of fear to rattle me. An adult diaper was
not an option; I needed to get a grip on how to overcome any future visitations.
Walking into those initial confrontations forced me to do some major homework
on this one called fear, — that unhealthy fear that tries to cripple.
First, I have found that the Spirit of God is an actual spiritual being and
spiritual person who has partnered up with an army of angels who pretty well run
the show if you let them. When I consume that Spirit I'm actually eating fruits of
love, peace, joy, patience, kindness, humility and others.
Fear is something else that likes to get up front and personal. My confrontations with fear have clearly shown me a few things. This fear represents an unholy
army that spews out rotten fruit, and it's looking for takers. Its fruit oppresses, abuses, harasses and has the ability to place people into all kinds of bondage, giving
them that trapped feeling of hopelessness. I have learned not to bite into the fruit of
fear. When I did, it was like a shady salesman sticking his foot into the doorway of
my life. I found out the hard way that this fear, in most cases, were beings of influence wanting to control, paralyze and redirect my life.
What I have learned is that when eating the fruits of love, peace, joy,
patience, kindness, they become powerful offensive and defensive weapons in my
life. For example when I eat the fruit of peace, then the peace of heaven has a way
of falling all around me. The fear that stole peace now has its powers of influence
ripped away. As it is being dealt with, more heavenly peace falls around me.
Sometimes it's instant, other times it's a process, but the peace of heaven always
shows up. Now that's what I call good fruit!
Sure fear is relentless, and it's going to try to crawl through another door,
but the moment I see it sneaking around, I shut it down real quick. What I have
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learned is that if I eat the offered fruit of fear, I disconnect myself from the freedoms that heaven truly has for me. Fear is that dark side that wants to control and
once it does I find myself slowly becoming another person. And I really don't like
being that other person.
Heavens intention is that I embrace the freedoms that it has for me, — to
become the person that heaven has designed me to be. So now when I find myself
shrouded in fear, I point my finger where I think fear has cloaked itself like some
mystic force, and I tell that thing straight up to take a hike. Then I would seal that
prayer by the powerful name that I have personally come to know, — Jesus! The
results have been absolutely amazing!

And Why Are You Telling Me This?
Today, out of the blue, for no apparent reason, heaven decided to download
an interesting fact about long-distance endurance runners. This is what I heard
heaven speak into the very fabric of my being " It doesn't matter how well trained
you are, at some point during the race you will hit the wall and it's beyond the wall
that your second wind awaits you. " Well, after getting this surprising unsolicited
piece of information, a question arose in my mind. "And why are you telling me
all this?" Silence! Nothing but silence! Heaven just clammed right up! It was during that moment of silence that I realized heaven was about to toss me into anoth er Indiana Jones adventure! At that point I was wondering if I should get excited
about my upcoming adventure or if I should just start packing Tylenol for that second wind that happens to be on the other side of that wall, — that very wall that
heaven plans to push me through. It's time to hit the drug store!

Go West Young Man
Opportunities from the west opened up and I clearly heard myself saying,
"Go west young man!" Once I arrived on the west coast I felt a peace wash over
me like fresh rain. The past few years the intertwining of the natural and the super26

natural, and the growing pains of balancing the two made it tough for me to walk
out. I struggled mentally to stand on my own. Spiritually I needed to stretch out
my wings and explore a little more. I figured a fresh start would help me find the
balance that I was searching for.
It was early morning and I went for a walk along the oceanfront. I sensed

the presence of heaven all around me as I walked along that shoreline. I looked out
upon the distant waters and I saw a boat struggling against the wind and ocean tide.
It was a picture of my life. I was struggling. Trying to walk this world within a

world has not been an easy task. That boat was me! I sensed that heaven wanted
to embrace me even more but somehow I was allowing the influences of others t o
blow me into all kinds of conflicting direction. I looked out again and this time I
saw a smaller boat skipping across the waters, soaring with the wind and riding the
waves effortlessly. I realized that that was what I needed in my life. A life with
fewer struggles; a life that wasn't draining me of all my energy! My move stripped
me of those that I had leaned on, and those who had steered me all over the place.
With a fresh start before me, I realized I would have no choice but to stand on my
own and put more of my trust towards the one who rules and reigns heaven. As I
stood there embracing the present revelation, I knew my life was about to change
once again!

Storm Coming
My first job out west was working with family who owned a building renovation company. On this particular job I was in charge of tearing off an old flat
roof system from a major downtown hotel and replacing it with a new roof. I had
three men helping me do the tear off and the install. Two of these guys I met when
I first came out west, the third guy I only knew since the job started. As we began
installing the new roof the weather took a serious tum. The morning weather
report said it was going to be good all day, — by noon that all changed and it's now
starting to look ugly. With each passing minute the day got darker as the clouds
intensified all around. Me, this crew, and the four star hotel all found ourselves
right smack in the middle of two storm fronts; a warm one coming from the south,
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and a cold one coming from the north. With the old roof tom off, this multi-million dollar hotel was now sitting in a vulnerable position. The approaching storm
could cause some serious problems. Knowing that we had half a day’s work left
on a roof that nature was giving us fifteen minutes to complete, — we definitely
needed a miracle. There was nothing in the natural that could save the day. We
need a miracle. With the inevitable approaching someone mentioned prayer. "We
need to pray boys. " Surprised with the petition, and with very little resistance,
we stood there all in agreement and started banging on heavens door. Taking the
bull by the horns we prayed that heaven would give us the needed break to finish
off the roof, that disaster would not have it's way. After sealing that prayer with
the very name that we have come to know, — Jesus! We then rushed to complete
the roof hoping that heaven heard our prayers.
The sky was getting darker, but as I stood there on that roof challenged by
the big storm, I looked up one more time and sunlight started to break through the
clouds right above the hotel. That spotlight of sun hit the roof while it stormed
all around. The building was now in the eye of the storm. That piece of sunshine
gave us the break we needed to finish off that roof. I kept looking up absolutely
amazed as the sun hit my face! The very moment we sealed off the roof the
clouds closed up and the rains descended. It was a miracle! An absolute miracle!
We could not deny the fact that heaven truly watched over us in a big way that
day! To be in the midst of that was amazing!
The bizarre thing is that we were roofing one of the tallest buildings in the
city, and the sun cascading upon that roof was there for all to see. From a distance
it must have been an amazing sight, — what a testimony of Gods goodness!

Go For It!
As I journeyed on I found myself getting more and more plugged in with
a group of people who, like me, were getting caught up in this heavenly synergy
of kingdom power which was determined to land with force, a force designed to
break down the very structured walls fortified in our hearts and in our minds. This
breaking down of walls was followed by a demonstration of power that allowed
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heaven to freely flow with amazing revelation. It's an awesome thing when heaven decides to reveal itself here on earth.
One day our curiosities led us to the front doors of a small building in a
black community church. We heard about the energy in this place and we needed
to check it out for ourselves. For some reason baptism was big on their list of
things to do. The chances of someone walking through that place without getting
baptized were pretty slim. These folks were not only serious about the baptism, but
also the party during, and the big one after!
I was asked if I would like to get baptized. I remember thinking about it
and I figured well if it's good enough for the Son of God then who am I to tum
down such an offer? The next thing I knew I was walking up to the front and there
before me was the infamous baptism dunk tank. This baptism was a full emersion
style, not just a little sprinkle here and there. They grabbed me, drowned me, and
after being totally submerged and pinned to the bottom, the house began to rock as
they hauled me up. This group knew exactly how to tear up the joint! The singing
and dancing was off the charts. It was a whole new experience for me. I felt the
host of heaven as it looked upon us, — the eyes of heaven beaming down as the
presence of angels surrounded the place. Being there made me realize that there
really is something to this thing called baptism. Heaven is behind it in a big way!

The Maintenance Trap
It's funny how life can get so complicated. It either turns into a roller coaster ride or it ends up being this continuous hamster wheel. I had been going through
an extended time whereby my accumulation of things started to make me feel like
this maintenance man. It seemed that as time went by, all I did was maintain my
possessions. No time for anything else! Possessions! That was it! I maintained the
vehicles, the yard. I maintained the house, the two businesses I had. I maintained
all the pets and the constant flow of bills and the maintenance list kept growing,
and the whole prison program just went on and on, week after week, month after
month. It felt like a huge maintenance trap. Working all week only to maintain
what I missed during the weekend.

Then I'd change it by maintaining all week
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so I could work all weekend. But it was the same wheel, same routine just a
different view! I continually found heaven personally knocking on the front door
of my busy life asking me if the maintenance man could come out to play.
I knew heaven was messing around with me, and that I had a serious
problem. I somehow needed to trash the spin cycle. And for the sake of
freedom, I decided to dump a few of my possessions. Now feeling like I’ve
just been released out of prison with a greater sense of freedom, I became the
one doing the pounding. As I was knocking on the big door, I realized that this
was heavens original designed. I was the one that needed to be doing the
knocking, — me knocking on heavens door!

Horses in My Bedroom
I woke up this morning and glanced across my bedroom, and I was completely surprised as the whole wall turned into a full size movie screen. An open
vision of many horses galloping towards me! They grouped themselves at the foot of
my bed, — a l l staring at me. I somehow knew these horses were sent here for a
purpose. I could hear the breathing, the snorting, and the stomping of hooves as they
gathered all around the foot of my bed, positioned shoulder to shoulder as they a l l
set their eyes me. What did it mean? Obviously it had something to do with power,
— but why?
As I looked up and down the line of horses I realized heaven was displaying
its horsepower. If that be true, — then obviously whatever plans heaven has with
that horsepower involves me. As I tried to unravel the mystery, the most obvious
question came into play; " What in heavens name is everybody all up to now? " If
I'm right, and I do need that power, and I mix that with whatever understanding I
have on how heaven has a way of surprising me with their chain of events, — then I'd
have to guess that I'm only going to find out why I need that horsepower when the
time is right! That would probably be around the same time when I’m pounding on
heavens door. So like a flinching horse, — I await for the inevitable to come. Nice
vision but it has that hippity hop off to the birdie boiler feeling.
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The Greatest Revelation
It's amazing what I have found out about this one called "Jesus" First of all
the word "massive" is probably too small to describe Him. And when he said He's
"Alpha and Omega" He's not kidding. The power behind that name is impressive!
I've seen it firsthand! For me, as one who's stuck here on this planet, He has
become an amazing revelation of God. It's because of Him that my journey even
came into existence. He is the mystery of the invisible God that has become visible. That was a stunning revelation to me, — God manifested in the flesh. He is
creator, revealer, savior and mediator, and I've seen him in action. That I cannot
deny. He is omnipotent and omnipresent; he really is the ultimate King of kings. I
have found that outside of Jesus, there is no wider, deeper, greater, broader, higher dimension known. When I spoke out his name to the dark influences, it was like
pulling out a 44 magnum in the Spirit. There is amazing authority in that name and
those bad boys do find themselves vacating. In heaven He is recognized as the
undisputed heavyweight. I have come to realize that He is a high ranking official
and a top administrator in heaven. I realized that if He is that powerful, then I'm
sealing every one of my prayers with His name. The awe-inspiring part of it all is
that He, for some reason, is willing to dwell in the hearts of men.
I have walked a number of years since our introductions and He has intervened a few times in my life. I remember on one occasion, it was six in the
morning, I was sitting in my vehicle at a quiet foggy intersection; it was so
foggy that I could not see past the intersection. Suddenly as I was about to
accelerate, a voice cut through the silence, " Don't move! " As I pondered on the
word, thinking about accelerating again, I heard the command again. All of a
sudden, a semi with two long trailers hooked back-to-back came blazing out of
the fog and through the intersection. Stunned, I sat there with my eyes welling
up realizing that once again God and his angels just saved the day.
On another occasion I was working at a construction site renovating the
office of a big warehouse. I was on the ground framing up the wall when I heard
that voice again " Stand up! " The moment I stood up a main support beam from
the ceiling came crashing down right in front of my toes! Wow!
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Arise!
I had a dream of a beautiful woman lying up on a slab of flat rock. She
had the appearance of a bride. I noticed cobwebs all over her body and all
over her face. Her beauty seemed faded from all the dust. I then heard a clear
voice from heaven speak directly towards this bride saying ''Arise".
I woke up thinking about the dream. I clearly heard "Mark Five", but I fell
back asleep. I woke up again, and again I clearly heard "Mark Five" but once
again I fell back asleep. When I woke up the third time hearing the same thing,
"Mark Five" I realized heaven was really serious about this dream. I propped
myself up, the sun was streaking across the room from a small basement
window; landing right on the middle of my bed like some sort of spotlight. My
thoughts were total- ly wrapped around this whole Mark Five thing. What does
Mark Five actually mean? After tossing it around in my head for a while I
realized heaven must have been making reference to Mark chapter Five in the
word of God! Looking for the bible I opened it to Mark, then turned to Chapter
5, and this is what it said in a nutshell; ''A daughter from a ruler was lying down
and all assumed she was dead. Jesus said that she was only asleep. He then
took her hand and spoke a r is e !”

There it is, — that word " Arise " My

curiosity was now getting the best of me. As I continued to read more and more,
flipping through the book, I found out that Jesus is referred to as the bridegroom.
So who then is the bride? As I searched more into it I realized that we are the
bride! The dream was really a call for the bride of Christ to arise! - " Wake
up sleeping beauty! "
Obviously there's a reason for the dream and my only conclusion is that
the bride of Christ in this city has somehow fallen asleep and heavens call is
for her to arise! But then the obvious questions arose! "What was it that put
her to sleep? " and " What are the plans for waking her up? "

Well that

should be real interesting! But then the biggest question of all stood out! "And why are you telling me all of this?
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